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Dear STEER Subscribers
Thank you for your continued support of our STEER collaborative. The last
year has been a busy year for the STEER research collaborative with the

advent of our inaugural virtual monthly Journal Club. Throughout the 8 Journal
Club sessions we have held, we have had extremely positive feedback and are

continuing to provide critical appraisal of landmark papers across a wide
variety of General Surgical fields.

We are also currently working on finalising work on our winning projects from
our inaugural Dragon's Den style event with the NIHR, held in February 2020.

Since our establishment in April 2018, we have published 2 papers with a
further 2 papers currently under review. A total of 4 poster's and 2 oral

presentations have been presented from the collaborative at major UK and
international conferences. We have collaborated with our colleagues in the

National Research Collaborative and are a member of the organisation.

Despite the disruption of the COVID period, our Executive Committee has
been expanded to include 2 additional project coordinators, Foundation and
Core Surgical Trainee Representatives. Our 4 Project Coordinators have been

assigned a geographical region each to promote collaborative research in each
area. These are as follows:

North East (Red) - Annalise Katz-Summercorn - NNUH, Kings Lynn, James
Paget and Ipswich

North West (Orange) - Hemel Modi - Addenbrooke's, Bury, Peterborough and
Hinchingbrooke

South West (Blue) - Mo Aly - Bedford, Luton, Lister, Watford and Harlow

South East (Green) - Medhat Aker - Colchester, Basildon, Chelmsford and
Southend

We are currently working on a Collaborative Authorship Protocol to further
recognise the contribution of surgical trainees in the region to future projects

and hope for this to be finalised soon.

Currently, our priorities are to:

1. Formalise the membership of the STEER Collaborative (All Junior Doctors
including Trainees and Trust grade) within the East of England to help us

disseminate updates regarding the collaborative projects and events such as
journal clubs etc.

2. Advertise our Local Hospital STEER Representative Post with the
application deadline of 8th of March 2021 to ensure a trainee point of contact

in each EOE hospital and increase engagement with future collaborative
research projects.

We would be grateful if you could share the attached flyer with your post
graduate medical education centres and interested Junior Doctors of all

grades (Training and Trust Doctors). Please direct any responses to our STEER
collaborative email (steercollaborative@gmail.com).

Further details can be accessed on our website
https://steercollaborative.co.uk/studies/

Many thanks for your help in advance and we look forward to working with
your teams in the future to further collaborative research in the East of England

region.

Alan Askari

STEER Collaborative Chair

Chelise Currow

STEER Collaborative Secretary
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